Welcome from John Fawcett
CEO of our Transport Division

Welcome to the second edition of our newsletter focused on the UK's transport sector, in which
we continue to keep SMEs up-to-date with the latest developments from our teams supporting
your sector and insights into industry-wide issues.
In this edition, we interview the Sales Directors of our Burton and

We also introduce our quarterly Business Barometer review that

Wimbledon offices, Andrew Buswell and Chris Hall, as they delve

focuses on a range of issues relevant to SMEs in the transport

into what it's like to work for Close Brothers Asset Finance, as well

industry. This review draws conclusions from our own quarterly

as what their focuses are for their respective teams.

survey of close to 1,000 SMEs across the UK and gives great
insight into SME trends in the industry.

As we head into the second half of the year, we take this
opportunity to highlight some of the successful programmes

Finally, we take a look at a recent customer success story.

and sponsorships that we've been a part of so far, and in a

Customers are at the heart of our company and we're always

continued effort to support SMEs in the transport industry, we

proud to present their success stories. We hope you enjoy the

excitingly announce a new scheme: the RHNClose Brothers SME

read and look forward to working with you in the future.

Apprenticeship Scheme - 20/20.
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Darren Turner said:

the 2007 win as we had come back with the GT1 car and
“The wins in 2007 and 2008 were big wins for the team, particularly
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Rob Austin said:

sted me. To be fair,
the boys and everyone but in the end, he [Plato] out-boo
“I would clearly have loved to get on that podium and reward
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Jason drove really well and the nice thing about racing with
h I lost out, I really enjoyed the challenge.”
have a really strategic, hard-but-fair battle with him. So althoug

of firms don’t feel
access to data on
the go increases
productivity

of transport SMEs
feel it is more or as
difficult as a year ago
to access finance
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Brexit is not
a bad sign
for jobs.
say their hiring numbers
will remain unaffected

Traditional banking is
obscuring the view for
Transport SMEs
only

aware of alternative
40% are
forms of finance

